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strategies suffer from resonance [2]. The resonance problem
of passive filters is mitigated using Active power filters [3][5]. They are more effective in harmonic compensation and
have good performance [6]-[8]. So in this paper, Voltage
Source Converter as Shunt Active power Filter using SPWM
is proposed for harmonic reduction under non-linear loads.

Abstract
This paper presents an implementation of a three phase
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) as shunt active power filter
for harmonic reduction under nonlinear loads. Traditionally,
the Synchronous Condenser, Thyristor Controlled Reactor
(TCR) and Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC) are
implemented for harmonic reduction under nonlinear loads.
The passive filters are required to achieve the desired
harmonic reduction in traditional methods. The addition of
filters suffers from the resonance. The proposed methodology
avoids the requirement of additional filters to achieve the
better total harmonic reduction for various types of loads.
Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) is used to
control Voltage Source Converter. The results are compared
with traditional methods. The proposed work is validated
through simulation results.

TRADITIONAL METHODS
Synchronous Condensers
Synchronous condensers have played a key role in control of
voltage and reactive power for more than fifty years.
Practically, the synchronous condenser is a synchronous
machine associated to the power system. Behind a
synchronous condenser is coordinated, the current of field is
adjusted to either inject or absorb reactive power according to
the power system requirement. The unit can provide constant
reactive power control when employed with the appropriate
automatic exciter. This Synchronous Condensers have been
employed at both transmission and distribution voltage levels
to maintain voltages and to improve stability within preferred
limits under changeable load circumstances and eventuality
situations. However, synchronous condensers are infrequently
used today since they require considerable foundations and a
considerable quantity of starting and protective apparatus. The
Synchronous Condensers are also contributed to the short
circuit current and they can’t be controlled quickly to
compensate for rapid change of loads. Moreover, their losses
and the cost are higher when compared with static
compensators. The advantage of this unit lies in their elevated
temporary overload competence [1].

Key words: Voltage Source Converter, TCR, TSC, and Total
Harmonic Distortion.

INTRODUCTION
Power quality has assumed increasing significance in view of
the extensive make use of of power electronic tools. For
reactive power compensation, in addition to shunt capacitors
and reactors, static var compensators (SVCs) are used. They
are also employed to solve numerous power quality issues
such as mitigating voltage sags, voltage regulation, negative
sequence voltages, over voltages after fault clearing etc. In
several cases, mis-operation of the protective equipment is
take place due to harmonics and contributing to a decrease in
power quality. Harmonic filters are employed to absorb
adverse harmonics. When a nonlinear load is supplied from a
supply voltage of 60-Hz or 50-Hz frequency, it draws currents
at more than one frequency, resulting in a distorted current
waveform. Fourier analysis of this distorted current waveform
resolves it into its fundamental component and different
harmonics. Harmonic distortion is a growing concern for
many customers and the utilities because of increasing
application of power electronics equipment. Different
categories of harmonic produced loads are supplied by the
electric utilities such as Domestic loads, Ripple control
systems for regulating hot-water loads, Medium-sized
industrial loads, and Large loads [1].
Traditionally, passive filters have been employed to mitigate
current harmonics of the supply system. However, these

Thyristorized VAR Compensators
As similar to the synchronous condenser, the aim of
accomplishing fine control over the complete VAR range, has
been satisfied with the improvement of static compensators
(SVC) but with the benefit of quicker response times [9], [10].
Static VAR compensators (SVC) include standard reactive
power elements such as capacitors and reactors which are
controlled to supply hasty and erratic reactive power. They are
two basic categories, such as thyristor-switched capacitor
(TSC) and thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR).
Thyristor-Switched Capacitors
The basic configuration of a thyristor-switched capacitor
(TSC) which is the group of a static compensator is shown in
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Figure 1. First it is introduced by ASEA in the year of 1971
[11], the shunt capacitor bank is divide into properly small
steps, which are independently switched in and out by means
of bidirectional thyristor controlled switches. Each 1-ø branch
includes two main parts, the capacitor branch C and the
switches Sw1 and Sw2 and also there is a minor part i.e
inductor L, it is required to limit the inrush current flowing
through the thyristors and to avoid resonance with the power
system network (usually 6% wrt Xc). If the capacitor voltage
and the network voltage consist of the equal value then the
capacitor may be switched with a smallest amount of
transients when the thyristor is turned on at that instant.
Stepwise control, no harmonics generation since transient
component of current can be attenuated in effect and average
delay of one half a cycle (maximum one cycle), [11], [12] are
the properties of static Thyristor Switched Capacitor.
Although an attractive hypothetical simplicity configuration
of the switched capacitor, its attractiveness has been mired by
a following number of practical drawbacks: the reactive
power compensation is not constant, separate thyristor
switches are required for each capacitor bank and therefore
the structure is not cost-effective, the constant voltage across
the turned off thyristor switch is two times the maximum
supply voltage, and the thyristor switch must be protected by
an external means against fault currents and transients of line
voltage.

should be noted that the change in the current which is
flowing through the reactor may only take place at discrete
points of time, which means that changes cannot be made
further often than once per half-cycle. The TCR type of Static
compensators is characterized by the ability to carry out
continuous control, practically there are no transients and one
half cycle is the maximum delay. The demerits of this
arrangement are the generation of low frequency harmonic
current components, and higher losses when working in the
inductive region (i.e. absorbing reactive power) [13].

Figure 2: Simulink block diagram of TCR

Figure 3: Simulated voltage and current waveforms in a TCR
for different thyristor phase-shift angles [20]

.
Figure 1: Simulink diagram of thyristor-switched capacitor

In order to eliminate low frequency current harmonics (3rd, 5th,
7th), Twelve pulse configurations are also used as shown in
Figure 4-b). In this case passive filters are not required, since
the 5th and 7th current harmonics are eliminated by the phaseshift introduced by the transformer.

Thyristor-Controlled Reactor
The configuration of a thyristor-controlled Reactor (TCR)
which is the group of a static compensator is shown in Figure
2. In most of the cases, the compensator also consists of a
fixed capacitor and filter will includes for a low order
harmonics, which is not shown in Figure 2. The configuration
includes three branches such as an inductor L, and the
controlled switches Sw1 and Sw2. Reactors may be controlled
using both phase-angle and switched control scheme [13],
[14], [15]. When a method of phase-angle control is
employed, a constant consumption range of Var is obtained. It
results, in the generation of harmonic current which is of odd
components during the control method. Full and Partial
conduction is achieved for a gating angle of 90°, between 90°
and 180° respectively, as shown in Figure 3. By increasing the
controlled switch gating angle, the fundamental current
component flowing through the reactor is reduced. This is
corresponding to raise the inductance value and reducing the
reactive power which is absorbed by that reactor. However, it

Figure 4: Fixed capacitor-thyristor controlled reactor
configuration. (a) Six pulse topology (b) Twelve pulse
topology [20]
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implement additional sophisticated compensator apparatus
such as unified power flow controllers (UPFCs), static
synchronous compensators,, and dynamic voltage restorers
(DVRs) [16], [17].
With an amazing progress of gate controlled semiconductor
devices, concentration has been focused on VAR
compensators using self commutated semiconductor devices,
capable of injecting or absorbing VAR without requiring huge
banks of reactors or capacitors. Number of approaches is
achievable including voltage-source and current-source
converters. The voltage-source using a capacitor with a
controlled dc voltage is shown in Figure 6

United TSC and TCR
Irrespective of the control range of the reactive power
required, any static compensator can be model from one or
together of the above point out schemes (i.e. TCR and TSC),
as illustrated in Figure 5. In those cases where the power
system with thyristor switched capacitors is employed, the
Var is separated into an appropriate number of steps and the
variation will therefore take place stepwise. Constant control
may be achieved with the adding of a thyristor-controlled
reactor. If it is requisite to absorb the reactive power, the
complete capacitor bank is cut off and the equalizing reactor
turns into liable for the absorption. By coordinating the
control between the capacitor and the reactor steps, it is
feasible to acquire completely step less control.

Figure 6: Voltage Source Converter for VAR compensation

The major advantages of self-commutated reactive power
compensators are the considerable reduction of size, and the
possible reduction in cost attain from the abolition of a huge
number of passive apparatus and lower relative capacity
requirement for the semiconductor switches [17], [18].
Because of its smaller in size, self-commutated reactive power
compensators are robust for applications where space is a
premium. Self-commutated converter based compensators are
applicable to improve voltage regulation, correct power factor,
stabilize transmission systems, and also correct unbalance in
the loads [17], [18].
The significant advantages of self-commutated compensators
make them an interesting alternative to improve compensation
characteristics and also to increase the performance of ac
power systems.

Figure 5: United TSC and TCR configuration [20]

Static compensators of the united TCR and TSC type are
typified by a constant control, practically there is no
transients, less generation of harmonics (since the controlled
reactor rating is small compared to the total reactive power),
and flexibility in control and operation. An obvious drawback
of the TSC-TCR as contrast with TCR and TSC compensators
is offer the higher cost. A smaller TCR rating results in some
savings, but these savings are more than absorbed by the cost
of the capacitor switches and the more complex control
system [11].
To reduce transient phenomena and harmonics distortion, and
to improve the dynamics of the compensator, some
researchers have applied self commutation to TSC and TCR.
Some examples of this can be found in [14], [15]. However,
best results have been obtained using self-commutated
compensators and these are analyzed in section III.

SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS
In this Section, the simulation results of proposed
configuration as shown in Figure 7 are discussed without and
with compensation.

SELF COMMUTATED VAR COMPENSATORS
The implementation of self-commutated converters for
reactive power compensation has exhibit to be an efficient
solution. This type of technology has been employed to

Figure 7: Proposed shunt VAR compensator topology
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The simulation parameters used in this paper is listed in Table
I.
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Figure 10: Source Voltage
Fundamental (50Hz) = 403.3 , THD= 8.95%
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Parameter
Source Voltage
Source Resistance (Rs)
Source Inductance
Non linear load
DC load Resistance
DC load Inductance
Supply frequency
TCR Inductance
TSC Capacitance
VSC Parameters
Switching frequency

Voltage (V)

Table I: Simulation parameters
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Without Compensation
Figure 8 shows the source voltage of uncompensation system
and harmonic spectrum is shown in Figure 9. The total
harmonic distortion in this method is 9.36%.
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Figure 11: FFT Spectrum of Source Voltage

Thyristor Controlled Reactor
Figure 12 shows the source voltage of the system using TCR
and harmonic spectrum is shown in Figure 13. The total
harmonic distortion in this method is 7.73%.
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Figure 8: Source Voltage
Fundamental (50Hz) = 410.2 , THD= 9.36%
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Figure 12: Source Voltage
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Figure 9: FFT Spectrum of Source Voltage

Fundamental (50Hz) = 407 , THD= 7.73%
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Conventional Methods
Synchronous Condenser
Figure 10 shows the source voltage of the system using
Synchronous Condenser and harmonic spectrum is shown in
Figure 11. The total harmonic distortion in this method is
8.95%.
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Figure 13: FFT Spectrum of Source Voltage

Thyristor Switched Capacitor
Figure 14 shows the source voltage of the system using TSC
and harmonic spectrum is shown in Figure 15. The total
harmonic distortion in this method is 7.65%.
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Vsa

Vsb

Table II: %THD Comparison of VAR methods
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, various conventional techniques for power
quality improvement are discussed and tabulated. A summary
of THD Comparison of VAR methods are presented. The
simulation results for source voltage with harmonic spectrum
are presented and observed the % THD for VSC is 4.46%,
which is less when compared with traditional methods.
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